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     Development of  Areal Structure of Japanese Cities 
      in the Case of Castle  Towns—As a Geographic 
       Contribution to the Study of Urban Structure 
                         Ken-ichi TANABE* 
         I.  Introduction--Accepted Theories of the Spacial 
                           Structures of Urban Regions.
    In Geography both urban and rural settlementswere studied only mor-
phologically and on their situations before 1920. Settlement geography had not 
branched off  until the time. Since then rural studies have been progressed toward 
the studies of the origin of settlement, while urban studies have been made for 
the analysis of the inner elements and moreover for the investigations of the 
differentiations of functional areas and for the discussions of the scale and the 
areal pattern. Thus, settlement geography are clearly differentiated into rural-
settlement geography  and  urban geography. 
    In the two lines of urban studies, the first branch which is concerned with 
the intra-regional structure  is started on the heel of the development of urban 
sociology originated in the Chicago school. That is, the hypothesis of concentric 
zoning by E.W.  Burgess") stimulates the studies of the spacial patterns of social 
phenomena of an urban community, in order to verify the theory. Coincidently 
geographers who have interests in urban areas keep their eyes upon the differenti-
ations of functional areas through the areal distributions of the geographical 
elements in an urban area. 
   Since the concentric-zoning hypothesis was made public in 1925, the ecologi-
cal studies of urban communities ha  ,:re remarkably been progressed; into urban 
sociology was introduced the sector theory by H.  Hoyt  (2) in 1942, the combined 
theory by E.G.  Ericksen(3) in 1954; and the multiple-neuclei theory in 1951 by two 
geographers, C.D. Harris and E.L.  Ullman.") 
   However, these theories have notalmost any effect on the geographical studies 
   * Dr.  Sci., Professor fGeography, Fac. Education, Tohoku Univ. 
  (1) P.E. Park, E.W. Burgess & R.D.  Mackenzie  : The City. pp. 47-62 (1925). 
  (2) H.  Hoyt  : The structure of American Cities in the Post War Era. Am. Journ. Soc., 
          48, pp.  475-..492 (1942) 
  (3). E.C.  Ericksen  : Urban Behavior (1954), p. 272 
  (4). C.D.Harris, E.L.  Ullman  : The Nature of Cities. pp. 228-232 (P. K. Hatt, A. J. 
           Reiss,  Jr.  : Reader in Urban Sociology, 1951)
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on urban regions by geographers. The reason is  that  : The areal phenomena in 
an urban region are the spacial reflections of the social phenomena of an urban 
community, and the  areal patterns of these phenomena are naturally different in 
each city where  the geographical environment is never the same. So that the 
Burgess's concentric zones do not actually appear. Nevertheless, urban geographers 
are able to understand without difficulty each different urban structure as the 
Burgess's abstructed structure modified by the actual environment. 
    Radial commercial areas in the combined the ory and the radial pattern of 
several sectors in the sector theory bear some resembrance to  actual city-structure. 
However, the pattern of sectors is derived from the partial changes of the en-
vironment within a city region. The sector theory which does not exclude the 
changes is recognized as a generarization in much lower dimension than the 
Burgess's hypothesis. The combined thoery which puts the radial commercial 
areas upon the Burgess's zones is quite an insignificant areas compromise,  because") 
the radial commercial areas have not the same functions from centre to periferal 
within an urban region.  Next, the  multiple-neuclei theory is out of the question 
from the view point that it lays the same stress upon each function of inner 
regions. In  other words, it is no exggeration to say that these theories except the 
Burgess's are almost unworthy from the view-point of geography. 
   Indeed, actual cities are quite different in the ideal concentric zoning, so a 
generalized rule can not be discovered in the case when we attach too great impor-
tance to the actual facts of each city— this is one of the defects that geographers 
are apt to  have Nevertheless, it is more valuable to lead a law  inductively 
from many actual facts and we must do so. R.E.  Dickinson(?) succeeded in 
extracting three concentric zones from the enomous surveys of Europian cities. 
They are the central zone, the middle zone and the outer one. The central zone 
contains the feudal city area and is the down-town area at present; the  middle 
zone is the area developed in the 19th century and consists of some old factory areas 
and  residential areas, and the outer zone is a rural-urban fringe or suburban zone 
which developed after the end of the 19th century and contains new residential 
  (5) R.  Fujimoto  : The shopping  street  : as an element of city structure in North Japan— 
           Its type, its pattern and its arrangment. Sci, Rep., Tohoku Univ., 7th Ser. 
           (Geogr.) No. 2 (1953), pp. 19-29. 
      K.  Tanabe  : Structure of Large Cities—formation and growth of areal differentiation. 
           (in Japanese) "Shuraku-chirigaku-koza" (Settlement Gergr. Ser.) No. 2 (1953), 
           pp.  228-257. 
  (6) The author thinks that Harris and  Ullman had also fallen into this beside the great 
           mistakes above described. 
  (7) R.E.  Dickinson  : The City Region and Regionalism. (1947), pp. 107-110 
  (8) R.E.  Dickinson  : The West European City—a geographical interpretation. (1951)
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areas, modern factories and agricultural  ]and. This theory is very important in 
the above meaning. And it can be said that the Burgess's theory is geographi-
cally indorsed by this work. 
   While planners and civil engineers disagree with the idea of structures of an 
intra-city region as land-use  patterns(s),  but they study that as the bases of forming 
urban planning. So that it will be recognized that they can not have the thought 
to lead a general rule of the pattern of functional areas. Of course, it is natural that 
they have interests to reconstruct actual cities. However, the auther thinks that 
both the geographical rule and the social laws of the urban structures which were 
introduced by excluding both the physical environment and the social ones effected 
by the former are the most fundamental knowledges to build an ideal city-planning, 
but he  will discuss this point at anotner chance. 
   In the other direction of the study of urban geography which discusses the 
size and the pattern,  several general laws as the rank-size rule, the theory of honey-
comb pattern, etc. are proposed by  G.K.  Zipf,  0) W.  Christalleruo. However, the 
anther does not have the will to treat with the direction in the present paper, either. 
     II.  Intra-regional Structure of Japanese Cities—Castle-towns.
   The cities in Japan are much different from those in Asia and in Europe. 
The medieval cities in the latter regions are  commcnly surrounded by ramparts, 
while those in Japan are not walled at  all(11) and in addition, the houses were 
built of brick or stone on the one hand, and those, of  wood on the other. In other 
words, the cities in Japan are subjected to change.  Moreover, European cities 
experienced industrial revolution for a considerable long period. But in  Japan 
the revolution continued only for a short period and the social change before the 
revoluticn is very violent. Therefore, we can see the special development of the 
areal structures in Japanese cities. 
     A. The Areal Structureof  the Castle-town i the Feudal Days. 
    H.  ono  (12), T.  Toyota  ("), T.  Harada  (14), M.  Fujioka  (10, T.  Tamaoki(16), 
      H.  Bartholomew  : Land Use in American Cities,  1955. 
      D. H.  Webster  : Urban Planning and Municipal Public Policy, 1958. 
      F. S. Chapin,  Jr.  : Urban Land Use Planning, 1958. 
  (9)  G.K.  Zipf  : National Unity and Disunity. 1941. 
 (10) W.  Christaller  : Die Zentralen Orte in  Siiddeutschland. 1933. 
 (11) In Inuyama castle-town (Aichi Pref.) the whole area is enclosed by the moat. But 
           this is only one exceptional case. 
 (12) H.  Ono  : Study of Modern Castle-towns (in Japanese), 1927. 
 (13) T.  Toyota  : Feudal City in Japan (in Japanese), 1952. 
 (14) T.  Haratle  : The Study of Medieval Town (in Japanese), 1952. 
 (15) M.  Fujioka  Castle and Castle-town (in Japanese),  1956. 
 (16) T.  Tamaoki  : Characteristics of Growth of Cities in Japan(in Japanese), Planning 
           Rev. No. 8 (1954), pp. 76-87.
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K.  Fujiokal7) and F.  Takano(18) have studied comprehensively the feudal cities 
in Japan, and there are a number of studies on each feudal city. And there are 
also the descriptions of port-towns, post-towns and the towns in front of temples 
or shrines as the  cther feudal towns. But the author considers only castle-towns, 
because port-towns and front-towns are so few in number as not to generalize, 
and post-towns are so small in scale that they  clO not develop themselves for lack 
of other functions than commercial ones. 
    Castle-towns have been inhabited by people from  seN  eral thousands to several 
ten thousands in number, so scales vary remarkably from small to large. But 
every castle-towns was constructed under a city-planning by the head of a clan, 
and their plans were so simple that the generalization of them is  comparatively 
easy. That is, they are able to divide the following four inner  regions  : (I) the 
Castle (Shiro) area,  (II) the Retainers' area (Samurai-machi), (III) the Merchants' 
area  (ChOnin-machi), (IV) the Temple areas. 
   (I) The Castle area. The castle is the mansion of the head of a clan and at the 
same time is the main strategic point of the clan, and also the seat of the govern 
ment office. And this area is surrounded by a moat (inner-most) and ramparts. 
 (II) The Retainers'  area. This area is divided into three  sub-areas  ; high 
class (a), middle class (b) and lower class (c). Between the high-class ub-area and 
the middle-class ub-area the outer moats are constructed sometimes. 
   (III) The Merchants" area. This area is also divided into three sub-areas; 
the central shopping street (a) which is inhabited privileged merchants, the daily 
shopping street (b) and the mechanic area  (c). 
   (IV) The Temple area. This area is composed of many temples and their 
graveyards. 
   These inner areas are arranged in the periphery of the castle from the view-
point of defence. Namely, the high-class retainers' area is the nearest part of the 
castle, the middle-class retainers' is the next and the lower-class retainers' area, 
the cuter-most. The temple area is ranked with the lower-class retainers' area. 
And one of the merchants' area penetrates into these retainers' areas along the 
highway and the other are along the road leading to the main gate of the castle, 
and crossing the former highway. In the central part of the merchants' area at 
the crossing, shops are big and in the peripheral part there are small shops and 
artisans' houses. 
 (17) K.  Fujioka  : Development of City (in Japanese), "Shuraku-chirigaku-koza" (Settle-
           ment Geogr. Ser.) No. 2 (1956), pp. 77-109. 
 (18) F.  Takano  : Structure ofLocal City (in Japanese), "Shuraku-chirigauk-koza" (Settle-
           ment Geogr. Ser.) No. 2 (1956), pp. 210-227
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             Figure 1. Concentric-circular Structure of Japanses Castle-town. 
   In the case of a small castle-town the pattern mentioned above is seen to be 
quite different. Namely, the castle area and its retainers' area are small in propor-
tion to the scale of the  clan, and merchants' area does not penetrate into the 
retainers' area but attaches to its margin. In other words, castle and retainers' 
areas are constructed near the post-town of a highway and the post-town is 
enlarged by their contact. "Fukushima" castle-town, which is the capital of 
the  Itakura-clan, one of the small ones, is a very good example in this case (See 
Figure  8, p. 100). But the circles as is shown in Figure 1 is of the most generaliz-
ed shape. 
   These inner areas are the functional areas undoubtedly. In modern terms 
these areas are as  follows  :
 I   the political and military area 
 I  I  a   the high-class residential area 
 I  Ib   the middle-class residential area 
 Ile   the lower-class residentialarea 
  commercial area (retail-shopping street and  whole-sale  district). 
 IIIb   the light-industrial area
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 IIIc   the workmen's home area. 
 IV   green-belt. 
 Takada(") (Niigata pref.),  WakarnatSU(18) (Fukushima Pref.) seen in Fig. 2 a, b 
 and  Kanazawa(19) (Ishikawa Pref.),  'Utsunomiya (Tochigi Pref.) show the typical 
shapes of castle-towns and are similar to Figure 1 in form. But its one side is 
cut by river and the temple area and  II b area disappear on the west side of Takada
 :.110
Figure 3. Sendai Castle-town.
                 ....
.,.••-- 
(Dotted-lineshows the site of modern factory.)
(17) 
(18) 
(19)
ibid (12) p.90 and (13) p.90 
H.  Yasuta  : New Regional Geography of Fukushima Prefecture. (in Japanese), 1949 
    p. 166. 
S.  Saito  : Regional Geography of Ishikawa Prefecture. (in Japanese), 1933 p.90.
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castle-town. 
   In the  case of  Sendai(20)  (Miyagi Pref.) shown in Figure 3 the castle partially 
develops westward and the town area is developed in a semi-circular form. 
   These examples how the both extremes of the transformation of the abstract 
shape, but many  intermediate shapes are  shown. They can  be explained as the 
change effected by topography. However, it can be noticed that the pattern of 
inner regions are not so disturbed as the external form. 
   The fuctions of the castle area are strong enough to keep down the other areas 
in the first period of the establishment of the castle-towns, that is, the castle area 
is the centre of the city both in word and deed. But the centre is gradually 
transmitted to the commercial area with the increase in social consciousness and 
economic activities, for a long peaceful period of the Tokugawa Era. Never-
theless, there is not any change  111, the areal pattern with the castle area as its 
centre during feudal days. 
 .8. The  Change of the  Areal Structure of the  Castle-lown by  accompanied with 
   the  Collapse of the Feudal  System. 
   The violent social changes of the  Meiji Revolution give some severe 
effects to the last phase of the castle-town. The population diminishes remark-
ably in every castle-town for the reason that the retainer class whose inhabitants 
of the large residential area of the castle-town lose their dignity and the key-note 
of their life. So that their residences deteriorates and turn into agrar-land. 
And the area inhabitated by the retainers of  lowerclass suddenly change into 
rural village. Therefore, the vast parts of the residential districts of the castle-
town disappears from the urban area. On the contrary, the merchants' area is 
left as it was. 
   Some castle areas are used for the sites of new governmental offices or of 
new army-corps. And in some are constructed shrines or parks. Even in the 
former two  cases, naturally in the latter ones, the castle area is not the centre of 
a new town, because new governmental or military force has not such stronger 
effects on the inhabitants than that in the feudal days. 
   Thus the central area of commercial districts becomes the real centre, contain-
ing the meaning of areal centre, of the new town. The diminution of old residen-
tial area and old merchants' area left as it was is one of the clear characters when 
a castle-town starts as a new city. By this fact it can be siad that the new city 
centred in the commerical area is a hidden face of the castle-town which existed 
even in the feudal days and is revealed as a result of abolishment of the feudal 
 (20) S.  Kobayashi  : History of Sendai. (in Japanese). 1950
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system. Originally, the function of the merchants' area at the beginning of the 
castle-town was to supply daily necessaries to the dwellers, and some commercial 
services to the surrounding agrar-villages were done at the same time. Moreover, 
the commercial area got the upper function of commercial services above the 
market-post-towns in a far larger area as a result of the privileged commercial 
activities of the merchants. That is, the castle-town is the governmental centre of 
a clan and at the same time it is the commercial one of the clan. 
   Then, after the revolution rail-road are rapidly constructed and the main lines 
nearly covers the whole of Japan in twenty or thirty years (as Fig. 4 shows) 
and  aftei  wards the industrialization follows the construction. The period before
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           Figure 4. Index Map of Castle-towns treated in This Paper and 
                     Construction Ages of Main Rail-ways. 
                          o  : Castle-town shownby figures
                           • : Castle-town described only
the construction of railways is the first time of the transformation from old castle-
town to new city. Above-mentioned changes are shown in the schematic figure as 
is shown in Figure 5. 
   Yonezawa  castle-town(21) is a special exception . The urban area was not
(21) K. Tanabe  : 
 Univ.
 The City of Yonezawa and its Subordinate towns.  Sci. Rep., Tohoku 
7th ser. (Gergr.) No. 6 (195), pp. 27-33
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diminished especially in the outer zone in this period. Because a handicraft 
(textile and spinning industry) predominated throughout he area as job-work 
of middle and lower-class retainers and their families, and the side-work turned 
its character to the main work of retainers who lost the means of life, while the 
high-class retainers' area surrounding the castle was remarkably deteriorated, for the 
high-class retainers and their families were not engaged in the job-work. Some 
part of the latter area, even now, is retained as paddy-fields, though a greater part
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              Figure 5. First Stage of New Concentric-circular Stu cture of
                        Japanese City originated Castle-town. 
was changed into the seat of offices, schools, or new high-class residences 
(Fig. 6). 
   In the case of Wakamatsu the high-class retainers' area is heavily deteriorated, 
and its broad area changes into  rice-fileds, even though a considerable past of it is 
redeveloped to public officies and schools (see Fig. 2b p. 93). 
   A castle-town is located at the centre of a political unit and the unit is some-
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Figure 6. Yonezawa Castle-town (above) and 
Public Offices and Schools. (under).
Present Distribution of
what independent as an economic unit in the feudal days.  The collapse of the 
feudal system results not  only in a political and social re-organization,  but also in 
an economic one. That is, the industrial  revloution occurs overwhelmingly after 
the social revolution. 
   At that time the castle-towns are divided into two kinds; one is those which 
become new political centres and the other is those which serve under the former.
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And then, they are classified again by industrialization. The former classifica-
tion is concerned with the size of  the old political unit and the latter is effected 
by the site of the castle-town themselves. 
   The town which does not become a new political centre is almost stagnant 
after the process of the areal diminution. Even the town which becomes a new 
political centre can not be developed  rapidly. because there are few towns which 
have the favourable conditions for industrialization. This is a general  tednen.cy of 
the development of the past castle-towns. 
   C.  Development of Citiesoriginated in Castle-towns after  the Middle Age of 
      Meiji. 
   After the middle age of Meiji many new cities was built which did not 
originate in past castle-towns. They have a similer tendency of the growth 
of urban structure observed in American cities, the auther thinks, but he will 
not describe it in detail in this article. 
   In the above chapter, the diminution rule is introduced, and after the construc-
tion of railway some of these cities turn from diminution to growth stimulated 
by its construction. However the first effect of its  construction is the distortion 
of areal structure. That is the  transite of the urban centre as is shown in Figure 7.
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          Figure 7. Relation between Railway Station and New City Centre. 
             Arrow : Direction of transition or enlargement of central area.
   There are four types of the sites of railway stations. The first type is general, 
the second and the fourth types are exceptional and the third type is sometimes 
seen. In the case of the first, second and fourth types, the centre transits toward 
the station and, except in the stagnant city, commercial area is enlarged in the 
direction. Even though the re-utilization of the castle area is political or military 
the attractiveness of the station area is far stronger than that of the old castle 
area. A young centre appears in the case of the third type between the castle area 
and station area, and then the young competes commercially with the old centre 
and gradually tends to overwhelm the old.
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   Through the first type, in the stagnant city, the distances of transit is large 
and the old centre transforms into a daily shopping-street of lower grade in 
 commercial function. Shinjo  city(22) (Yamagata Pref.) is an example. In the city 
whose growth is comparatively excellent, the old centre transformed into a busi-
ness street and in the neighbouring part a new shopping-street appears. It is seen 
in such a state that the expansion and the  differentiation of the old urban centre 
occur. These good examples are the city of  Fukushima as is shown in Figure 8, 
and also Sendai  Citv{23).
 0
Figure 8. Fukushima Castle-town (right) 
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   In the second type, distance of transit 
example and Shirakawa (Fukushima Pref.)  is
Figure 9. Shirakawa Castle-town. 
          [based on H. "Vasuta's] 
  broken line  : Railway, 
  dotted line : Out line of present city
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same case.
is this
(22) 
(23)
R.  Fujimoto  : Shinjo City and two Towns. Sci. Rep. Tohoku Univ. 7th. Ser. (Geogr.), 
    No. 3 (1954.) pp. 91-96. 
K.  Tanabe  : The Change of the Distribution of Land value and its Gergraphical Mean-
    ing in the Case of Sendai. Ann. Tohoku Geogr. Ass.,  Vol.  4 No. 1 (19-51). pp. 1-4.
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   The city of Morioka (Iwate Pref.) is the example of the third. A new shop-
ping area appears attracted by the station and keen competition between the new 
and the old shopping areas continues for the title of the city centre.  1  he areal 
relation of these factors is shown in Figure 10. 
   The example of the fourth type is shown by Akita city (Akita  Pref.). This 
is the mid-type between the second and the third types. 
   In all cases the old commercial centre, new centre of the new city, is 
shifted by the construction of railway. This is one of the evidences howing 
that railway is a condition of distortion of the concentric circles as Burgess 
said. 
   The construction of modern factories has a great effect not only on the external 
form of cities but also on their areal structure. However, in reality few modern 
factories are constructed in the city orginated in the castle-town.  1  he following 
is the fundamental : (1) There axe few  castle-towns which have good conditions 
for modern  industi  y in the respect of site  itself  ; (2) the constructions of the four 
industrial zones of  Japan are so rapid that the other parts are considered as 
backward areas. 
                                    The  Kati-) constitutes an industrial 
    Late  Early 
 MeijL  Era  Meiji Era area, (24) which is the eastern part of 
                                  Tokyo and constitutes one large indus-             li lb 
                    Feudal  Age trial zone of Japan, was  formed with 
                                  an old handicraft area at  "Edo- as its
                                              mg, 
    vie.1% neuclea. Such a state shows a type of 
                                  the formation of an industrial area 
 11 Present (Fig. 11). (25) 
                                    Another  type of the formation of 
  Figure 11. One Type of Development an industrial area is that of no relation 
            Process of Industrial Area with an old handicraft area.  That is, 
between the disappearance of the old handicraft area and the advancement of 
 modern factories are some intervals. 
    In the case of the first type, the former handicraft area does not disappear at 
the time of the collapse of the feudal system, but grows gradually as a bud of a 
modern industrial area. 
    The Toyama industrial area is a good example of a complete industrial area
(24) T.  Ishii  : Geogr. Study of  KifitO Industrial Area (in Japanese). Ann. Tohoku Geogr. 
         Ass., Vol. 4 No. 2 (19-51). pp. 13-22 
(25) K.  Tanabe  : Economic Policy of City Management in the view-point of Geography          (i
n Japanese). Toshi-Mondai Kenkyu (Journ.  Munic.  Probls.) No. 46 (1954), 
          pp. 50-62.
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        Figure 13. Developed Stage of New Concentric Circle of Japanese City 
                    orginated Castle-town. 
   A few  workmen's houses tand mingling with factories in the industrial area in 
both types. The reason is that most houses are built within an old residential 
area which is very porous because of the diminution process. 
   In the past decade, rapid urbanization occurred in every city, and the 
expansion of the residential area and the enlargement of the industrial area are 
observed. But this state  will  he described in another article. Figure 13 shows 
the state of the  development of the past castle-town before the urbanization. 
                          III. Conclusion 
   The Japanese castle-towns, a kind of feudal cities, showed a concentric-zoning 
structure in the feudal days and the structure was destroyed having lost the 
greater part of  its outer zone at the end of the days. After then, another con-
centric-circular structure was gradually re-constructed centring the central part 
of the old merchants' area. Then, a residential area was attached slowly and at 
last an industrialized marginal zone was formed. 
   The old circular structure is plainlydifferent from the new concentric ones
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in the following points :  (1) the site of the centre is different, and (2) there is the 
difference in the character of +he residential area. In the old residential zone 
large house-lots are set in the inner part and small house-lots, in the outer part 
in order to protect the castle, while, in the new structure many large houses are 
built in the outer part and a few in the inner part, and in addition, old house-lots 
are generally far larger than the present house-lots. 
   The third different point is the mostessential one. That is, the castle-town 
does not expand, because in the days the population of Japan is almost stagnant 
and the change of residence is strongly controlled under the system of classes. 
On the other hand the new structure has the tendencies towards the increase of 
inhabitants, the expansion of every zone and the differentiation of functional 
areas. 
   The violent social change in Japan at the last quarter of the nineteenth century 
are progressed more rapidly than that of Europe. For that reason, it may be said 
tha  tthe old concentric-zoning structure is destroyed. On the other hand, the 
following explanation is probably be  possible  : The  feudal concentric-zoning 
structure which is arranged around the castle obscures an underlying urban 
structure, which  i  s revealed by the collapse of feudalism. The old circular 
structure is a  feigned one and the covered structure is the true structure of the 
old castle-town of Japan. 
    If so, its development is the same tendency shown in the European cities. 
But in Europe two concentric zones are clearly distinguishable; one is that of the 
nineteenth century and the other, that  of the twentieth century. On the other 
hand in Japan the two phases are brought into being at the same time after the 
beginning of twentieth century owing to the social circumstances peculiar to Japan, 
and the residential zone surrounding the new central part is so porous that 
the two phases of the increase of residential houses are absorbed by the 
first residental zone, and the marginal zone, compared with the outer zone of the 
European cities,  becames a factory zone in the cities, castle-towns in origin. 
    Since the latter half of the twentieth century abrupt urbanization has been 
observed in every city and the last marginal zone has been formed in its process.
